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Agency Ref  :   
PF Ref :   S001 
_________________________________________________________________  
 
Surname : HARROWER  Other or previous surname : `  
 
Forenames : Keith  DoB : 1961  Age : 54  
  
 
Occupation :  Deputy Senior Investigator  Other Occupation : Not Applicable  
 
Police Station :   Years Service :   
 
Disclosable address :  
 
Police Investigations And Review Commissioner 
Hamilton House, Hamilton Business Park, Caird Park, Hamilton.    
    
Post Code: ML3 0QA     
 
 
This statement was taken :  
 
Date and time :  6 August 2015  10.00   
 
By : SELF DICTATED  
Place : PIRC, HAMILTON  
 
In the presence of :   
 
 
I have/the witness signed/refused to sign this and all other pages 
 
It was/not read over to the witness and was/not recorded on Audio tape and/or Video 
tape 
 
States : 
 
I am employed as a Deputy Senior Investigator with the Police Investigations and 
Review Commissioner (PIRC) based at Hamilton House, Hamilton Business Park, 
Caird Park, Hamilton. I have been employed in this role for over two years.  
 
On the evening of Saturday 2 May 2015, I was the duty on call Deputy Senior 
Investigator for the PIRC with a responsibility to respond to any out of hours contact 
by Police Scotland or the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service regarding any 
significant incidents involving Police Scotland officers or staff. 
 
About 0935 hours the following morning, Sunday 3 May 2015, I received a telephone 
call from Mr David GREEN, COPFS, who made me aware of an incident, involving 
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officers of Police Scotland, that had happened earlier that morning. At this time Mr 
GREEN was only in receipt of basic information regarding an incident in the town 
centre area of Kirkcaldy, which occurred about 0700 hours. This resulted in Police 
Scotland officers attending the area having been informed that a black male, in 
possession of a knife, was causing a serious disturbance at this location. At this time 
I commenced my operational notes, 
 
Prod No DSI Harrower Operational Notes - Death of Sheku Bayoh 
 
in a bound booklet. This booklet was used by me between 3 and 4 May 2015 to 
record information from meetings, discussions and telephone calls between 
representatives of Police Scotland and COPFS relative to the investigation. 
 
Mr GREEN confirmed that a number of police officers attended this incident and on 
their arrival an altercation took place between this, as yet unidentified male, and the 
officers. During this altercation he told me that CS spray had been discharged and 
the officers had used their batons. He added, that during a subsequent struggle the 
male collapsed and an ambulance was summoned. He was subsequently taken to 
hospital where life was pronounced extinct at 0904 hours. Mr GREEN directed me, 
on behalf of PIRC, to carry out an independant investigation into the circumstances 
surrounding the death of the man. He informed me that formal written confirmation of 
his direction would be forwarded at a later stage. 
 
About 1001 hours that morning, I telephoned Superintendent Craig BLACKHALL, the 
on call Police Scotland Professional Standards officer. Superintendent BLACKHALL 
provided me with a brief overview of the circumstances of the incident known to him 
at that time. At this time the identity of the deceased and the location of the initial 
incident were not known to him. He made me aware that Detective Superintendent 
Patrick CAMPBELL had been appointed the Police Scotland Senior Investigating 
Officer (SIO). 
 
About 1010 hours that morning I contacted Senior Investigator Richard Casey of 
PIRC and made him aware of the circumstances at that time. I thereafter made 
arrangements for a number of PIRC officers to respond to this incident and initially 
attend at the PIRC offices in Hamilton for briefing and other purposes. 
 
About 1022 hours that morning I contacted Detective Superintendent Patrick 
CAMPBELL by telephone and he provided me with a summary of the incident from 
the Police Scotland perspective. At this time he stated that he believed there were 
seven police officers involved in the incident and the officer safety equipment worn 
by them was being taken possession of. He also stated that Police Scotland 
Federation Representatives were in attendance at the office. I confirmed at this time 
that the status of the police officers was witnesses.  
 
Detective Superintendent CAMPBELL also confirmed that the locus of the incident 
involving the police was in Hayfield Road, Kirkcaldy which had been secured by 
police. He also indicated that the now deceased was believed to be Sheku BAYOU 
(incorrect spelling) Born: 30 September 1983,  and he 
had been reported missing by his partner, the now witness Collette BELL. He 

Co ette Be s home address at Arran 
Crescent.
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confirmed that a press release had been made by Police Scotland confirming that an 
incident took place, but it was not in the public domain that the man was dead. 
 
From enquiries conducted by Police Scotland, Detective Superintendent CAMPBELL 
confirmed to me that there had been some linked incidents prior to the altercation 
with the police, one of which was at his home address at , 
Kirkcaldy which was in the process of being secured by police. Following further 
discussion I instructed Superintendent CAMPBELL to leave the body of the now 
deceased secured at the Victoria Hospital, Kirkcaldy. 
 
About 1155 hours that morning, at the PIRC offices in Hamilton, I provided a briefing 
to PIRC investigators, Richard CASEY (not witness), John FERGUSON, Garry 
SINCLAIR, Alexander MCGUIRE, Maurice RHODES and Stuart TAYLOR. At the 
conclusion of this briefing I travelled to Kirkcaldy Police Office with Investigator 
MCGUIRE. 
 
About 1230 hours, whilst on route to Kirkcaldy Police Office, I again spoke by 
telephone with Mr David GREEN, COPFS. During discussions I provided him with a 
situational update on the incident and he clarified at this time that PIRC should 
investigate the direct interaction between the now deceased and the police and the 
events thereafter. This meant dealing with two locations, Victoria Hospital, Kirkcaldy 
and the area identified at Hayfield Road, Kirkcaldy. 
 
About 1240 hours that morning I again contacted Detective Superintendent 
CAMPBELL by telephone. During this call I asked him to confirm that the police 
officers footwear was being taken and I also confirmed again that the status of the 
police officers was witnesses. He made me aware at this time that the police witness 
Detective Chief Inspector Stuart HOUSTON had been instructed to carry out a role 
as Scene Coordinator. 
 
About 1305 hours, whilst still on-route to Kirkcaldy, I received a telephone call from 
Mr David GREEN. He informed me that he was arranging for a post mortem 
examination to be carried out on the now deceased by two doctors. He stated that it 
would be impracticable for this to be done on Monday 4 May, as the schedule was 
very busy, and enquired if it was feasible to carry it out that day. I gave him the 
opinion that this would be impracticable. 
 
About 1330 hours that day, on arrival at Kirkcaldy Police Office, I met with senior 
police officers, including Detective Superintendent CAMPBELL. I also tasked the 
PIRC Investigators, witnesses John FERGUSON and Stuart TAYLOR to manage the 
scene at the hospital, in conjunction with the Police Scotland Scene Manager, and 
ensure the preservation and recovery of all available evidence. In addition, they were 
tasked to manage the recovery of the body of the now deceased from this location 
and the transfer to the City Mortuary, Edinburgh and subsequent booking in process.  
 
In addition, I tasked PIRC Investigators, witnesses Gary SINCLAIR and Maurice 
RHODES, to manage the scene at Hayfield Road, Kirkcaldy, which had been 
secured and cordoned off by Police Scotland. This was to be done in conjunction 
with the Police Scotland Scene Manager, to ensure the preservation and recovery of 
all available evidence. In addition, they were tasked to oversee other matters related 
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Also during the meeting I informed Police Scotland that following discussion with Mr 
David GREEN, PIRC would be dealing only with the scenes at Hayfield Road and 
the Victoria Hospital and would not deal with the scenes identified in the lead up to 
the incident, namely ,  and . 
Agreement was reached that the PIRC would link directly with the officers managing 
the house to house enquiries for the relevant scenes. I requested that these 
enquiries continue, but any relevant witnesses identified would be revisited by PIRC. 
 
After this meeting I spoke to Detective Sergeant HOULISON and intimated my 
intention to contact the family by way of introduction of the commencement of the 
independent investigation by PIRC and to inform them that at some early juncture 
PIRC FLO's would be introduced to them to take over responsibility for family 
contact. 
 
During the course of the rest of that day I attended a number of meetings with Police 
Scotland to discuss a number of operational issues related to the investigation. 
During these meetings I reinforced the PIRC position that our initial priorities were to 
manage the two scenes, namely at the Victoria Hospital, Kirkcaldy where the body of 
the now deceased was in situ and under watch of Police Scotland officers, and 
Hayfield Road, Kirkcaldy where an alteraction took place with officers of Police 
Scotland.  
 
About 1515 hours myself and the other PIRC investigators had a meeting with the 
police witness Detective Chief Inspector Stuart HOUSTON, Scene Management 
Coordinator, to discuss scene management and forensic issues, during which 
agreement was reached on how the now deceased's body would be dealt with at the 
hospital. During this meeting, I requested that Detective Chief Inspector HOUSTON 
organise to have photographed a reported injury on the head of a female police 
officer, later identified as Constable Nicole SHORT, who was involved in the incident. 
I also requested that the Pava and CS canisters in possession of the officers were 
weighed before being lodged as productions. DCI HOUSTON agreed to this and 
confirmed that the canisters would be boxed first and subsequently weighed. 
 
At some point during this meeting Detective Superintendent CAMPBELL entered the 
office and he informed me that the police officers involved in the incident had been 
advised by the Police Federation representative not to provide witness statements. 
At this point I asked Detective Superintendent CAMPBELL to inform the Scottish 
Police Federation representative that I would be willing to meet with them to clarify 
the officers status as witnesses. No subsequent meeting took place with them. 
 
About 1540 hours that day I received a call from David GREEN, COPFS who 
confirmed that arrangements had been made for a post mortem examination to be 
carried out, commencing at 1200 hours the next day, Monday 4 May 2015.  
 
About 1640 hours myself and the other PIRC investigators had a further meeting 
with the police witness Detective Chief Inspector Stuart HOUSTON, and agreed an 
approach to deal with the scenes at the Victoria Hospital and Hayfield Road. In this 
regard, a Forensic Strategy was formalised and agreed.  
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I established at this time that a wide reaching House to House strategy was being 
created by Police Scotland. Agreement was reached that PIRC would have sight of 
this and PIRC would conduct their House to House enquiries at the Hayfield Road 
location at a later stage.  
 
About 1950 hours that day I attended a meeting with Police Scotland, chaired by 
Assistant Chief Constable Ruaraidh NICHOLSON. During this meeting updates were 
provided for various aspects of the incident. In particular, Chief Superintendent 
McEWAN indicated that he had recently returned from visiting the now deceased's 
family where they articulated significant concerns over information disclosed to them 
by representatives of Police Scotland, resulting in a perceived mistrust of local 
police. At this time it was revealed that the Police Scotland FLO's had not been 
deployed as previously intended and Chief Superintendent McEWAN and others 
considered it inappropriate to do so. Given this challenging change in agreed action, 
I intimated that I would consider the position and a potential alternative until the later 
deployment of PIRC FLO's. 
 
It was also articulated at this meeting by Police Scotland that the officers involved in 
the restraint of the now deceased had been given advice by the Police Federation 
not to provide statements at that time. 
 
At the conclusion of the meeting I made several attempts to contact Adi JOHNSTON 
who I had been made aware was the family contact and spokesperson. However, 
initially I was unable to contact him. 
 
About 2145 hours that evening I contacted Mr JOHNSTON by telephone and 
arranged to call and see him and other members of the now deceased's family at his 
home address at . 
 
About 2210 hours that evening, accompanied by Investigator Alexander McGUIRE, I 
attended at this address. I was initially introduced to Mr JOHNSTON, and I 
requested to speak to him in private. However, he showed me into the living room, 
where approximately 16 to 18 persons were assembled. Mr JOHNSTON introduced 
me to one of these people, his wife and the sister of the now deceased, Kadijatu 
BAYOH or JOHNSTON. After introducing ourselves and clarifying the PIRC and 
COPFS role, Adeymi JOHNSTON confirmed that he would be the spokesperson and 
point of contact for the family. A number of the people present appeared agitated 
and angry and Mr JOHNSTON began to outline his displeasure in the way that 
Police Scotland personnel had communicated information to him which differed and 
conflicted significantly. He intimated that he wished to make a complaint regarding 
this and I outlined the appropriate channels if he wished to make a complaint to 
Police Scotland. 
 
During the discussions with the family I informed them that COPFS had made 
arrangements for a post mortem examination of the now deceased in Edinburgh on 
the afternoon of Monday 4 May 2015. I requested that two appropriate family 
members could make themselves available to attend the City Mortuary in Edinburgh 
to make a formal identification of the body. Mr JOHNSTON stated that the family had 
discussed matters and no members of the family were willing to do the identification 
until family members, including the now deceased's mother, came to Kirkcaldy. He 
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further stated that she was travelling from England with a group and would possibly 
arrive sometime the following day. However, he was not willing to be more specific in 
this regard. I thereafter left the family and informed them that contact would be made 
with them the following morning. 
 
About 2335 hours that evening I telephone Mr GREEN, COPFS and made him 
aware of the family decision not to carry out the identification of the now deceased. 
He instructed that the post mortem examination would go ahead as scheduled and 
alternative arrangements for identification of the body would be made. 
 
About 1030 hours on 4 May 2015 I contacted Adeymi JOHNSTON by telephone. I 
confirmed with him that COPFS had confirmed that the post mortem examination 
would go ahead as scheduled, however he reiterated that the family were not willing 
to attend to carry out the identification of the body. I also asked Mr JOHNSTON if he 
would be willing to meet with myself and Investigator Alastair LEWIS, who had been 
given duties to act as the FLO. He declined this invitation and told me that he had 
engaged a solicitor, Amer ANWAR, to act on behalf of the family and who would 
contact PIRC in due course. A short time later I provided MR JOHNSTON with a 
contact telephone number for Alistair LEWIS. 
 
On Tuesday 2 June 2015, accompanied by the witness Investigator Ross STEWART 
of PIRC, I attended at Kirkcaldy Police Office to obtain additional statements from 
police witnesses. 
 
About 0940 hours that morning, in the presence of Investigator STEWART, I 
commenced taking an additional statement from the police witness Detective 
Inspector ROBSON. This concluded about 1555 hours. During this period I showed 
extracts of: 
 
Prod No Working Copy 2 of PIRC Production 269 
 
This was CCTV material that showed footage of the Vauxhall Astra motor car driven 
by the police witness  ROBSON arriving at the locus. He confirmed this and also 
confirmed that his initial recollection and account of where he parked his vehicle on 
arrival was clearly incorrect, however that was how he recalled that part of the 
incident. 
 
He was also shown a section of CCTV material on the same disc that showed him 
walking past the now deceased on the ground with a number of police officers 
around him. He confirmed the identity of a number of these officers as referred to 
earlier in his statement. 
 
Near to the conclusion of the statement I produced to the police witness ROBSON; 
 
Prod No Aerial Photograph and Map of Area Around Locus 
 
Prior to taking the statement from the witness, at the PIRC offices in Hamilton, I 
produced two printed sheets from an on line search of Google Maps. One sheet 
gave a close in map view of Hayfield Road and surrounding area. The second sheet 
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was an aerial photograph providing a wider view of the same area. This was later 
lodged as a production. 
 
At my request the police witness ROBSON wrote crosses on the first sheet to 
identify locations of police officers, police vehicles and police batons when he initially 
arrived at the scene. He also identified where a knife was found at the scene. I 
subsequently noted on the sheet what was identified and this was noted in his 
statement. 
 
The police witness ROBSON signed the labels of the relevant documents. 
 
On the morning of Thursday 4 June 2015, accompanied by the witness Trainee 
Investigator Lynn UNGI of PIRC, I attended at the Scottish Police College, Tulliallan 
Castle, Kincardine for a pre-arranged meeting with the police witness Constable 
Craig WALKER, an officer who was directly involved in the restraint of the now 
deceased Sheku BAYOU on 3 May 2015. My understanding was that he had 
arranged to attend there through a solicitor representing him and other officers to 
provide a statement regarding his involvement in the incident. 
 
About 1155 hours that morning, in the presence of the witness UNGI, I began the 
process of obtaining a statement from Constable WALKER. I confirmed that he was 
aware of the role of the PIRC and the nature of the investigation. I also confirmed my 
intention to obtain a witness statement from him regarding the circumstances of the 
incident. I also explained to him that I may take ; 
 
Prod No Statement Notes - Constable Craig Walker  
 
on separate sheets of paper to assist in taking the statement, which I would 
subsequently allow him to read and initial. This document would be retained as a 
production.  
 
I began by asking Constable WALKER to provide a verbal account of his 
involvement in the incident. At this point he produced; 
 
Prod No Statement of PC Craig WALKER 
 
which he stated he had previously prepared. This was a printed typed copy which did 
not have his details on it. I asked Constable WALKER to append his name, 
designation, police station and sign each page of the five page statement which he 
did. I then took possession of the statement as a production and attached a 
documentary backing sheet which he also signed. 
 
Constable WALKER then read over the content of this statement. I then obtained a 
written statement from Constable WALKER, concluding about 2110 hours that night. 
However, a number of recorded breaks were provided during this time and food and 
refreshments provided. The statement was obtained in line with a generic document 
allocated to me by PIRC management, namely; 
 
Prod  No Witness Interview Strategy in Relation to the Death of Sheku Ahmed  
       Tejan Bayoh D.O.B 30/09/83 
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During the interview I also showed Constable WALKER; 
 
Prod  No OST Scope Record of PC523 Craig Walker P Division, Police  
  Service of Scotland 
 
He checked this document and confirmed that the recorded training and courses 
information was accurate. Near the conclusion of the statement I also produced to 
him a document; 
 
Prod  No Satellite View of Hayfield Rd/Hendry Rd, Kirkcaldy & Map of  
  Hayfield Rd/Hendry Rd, Kirkcaldy 
 
I requested that he mark in pen on the map the position of the police vehicle when 
he brought it to a halt at the scene and the first point of contact with the now 
deceased. I also asked him to indicate the point on the map where the now 
deceased was restrained. Constable WALKER updated the map as requested and 
signed the attached documentary backing sheet. 
 
On conclusion, Constable WALKER signed the statement and also the four pages of 
notes taken by me during this period. He left my company about 2110 hours. 
 
On Wednesday 10 June 2015, accompanied by the witness Investigator Kareen 
PATTENDEN of PIRC, I attended at Cowdenbeath Police Office to obtain a 
statement from the police witness Constable Shirley BUTTERCASE who I was made 
aware was responsible for the administration of CS and Pava spray for P Division, 
Fife of Police Scotland. 
 
I began taking her statement at 1130 hours and concluded about 1600 hours. At the 
conclusion of the statement Constable Butteracse checked the content and signed 
each page of the statement. During the course of the statement I took possession of 
the following certified copies of documents from Constable BUTTERCASE; 
 
Prod No Copy of Excel Document Detailing CS Spray Issue for P Division  
  (12 pages) 
 
Prod  No Copy of CS Issue and Weight Record (6 pages) 
 
Prod  No Copy of Pava Irritant Spray Master Schedule re CID Kirkcaldy (1  
  page) 
 
Prod  No Copy of Issue Receipt For CS Spray re Constable James  
  McDonough Dated 4/12/14 (1 page) 
 
During the interview I also showed her 13 Police Scotland Scope and other printouts 
regarding CS and Pava records for the individual officers involved in the incident, 
namely; 
 
Prod  No SCOPE Printout of Personal Equipment and Identifier of CS Spray  
  Serial Number  659081 Issued to Officer PC435 James McDonough 
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Prod  NoSCOPE Printout of Personal Equipment Identifier of CS Spray Serial 
Number 608227 Issued to Officer PC724 Daniel Gibson 
 
Prod  No SCOPE Printout of Personal Equipment Identifier of CS Spray Serial  
  Number 659103 Issued to Officer PC694 Alan Paton 
 
Prod  No SCOPE Printout of Personal Equipment Identifier of CS Spray Serial  
  Number 645498 Issued to Officer PC349 Scott Maxwell 
 
Prod  No SCOPE Printout of Personal Equipment Identifier of CS Spray Serial  
  Number 645521 Issued to Officer PC1014 Nicole Short 
 
Prod  No SCOPE Printout of Personal Equipment Identifier of CS Spray Serial  
  Number 632255 Issued to Officer PC1035 Alan Smith 
 
Prod No SCOPE Printout of Personal Equipment Identifier of CS Spray Serial  
  Number 647424 Issued to Officer PC691 Ashley Tomlinson 
 
Prod  No SCOPE Printout of Personal Equipment Identifier of CS Spray Serial  
  Number 632307 Issued to Officer PC203 Kayleigh Good 
 
Prod  No PAVA Canister 04303 Issued to DS918 Samantha Davidson Printout  
  From Police Scotland PAVA Co-ordination Sharepoint Register 
 
Prod  No PAVA Canister 04285 Issued to PC523 Craig Walker Printout From  
  Police Scotland PAVA Co-ordination Sharepoint Register 
 
Prod  No PAVA Canister - 04301 Station Issue Printout From Police Scotland  
  PAVA  Co-ordination Sharepoint Register 
 
Prod  No PAVA Canister  - 04303 Station Issue Printout From Police Scotland  
  PAVA Co-ordination Sharepoint Register 
 
Prod  No  PAVA Canister - 04285 Station Issue Printout From Police Scotland  
  PAVA  Co-ordination Sharepoint Register 
 
She signed relevant documentary backing sheets and certification forms attached to 
each document. 
 
About 1135 hours on 16 June 2015, accompanied by the witness Kareen Pattenden 
of PIRC, I attended at Cowdenbeath Police Office and took an additional statement 
from the police witness Constable Shirley BUTTERCASE. During the course of this 
statement I took possession of the following document from her; 
 
Prod  No Copy of Pava Irritant Spray Master Schedule Re Team 4 (1 Page) 
 
She signed the appropriate schedule and documentary backing sheet attached to 
this document. 
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About 1100 hours on 17 June 2015, accompanied by Investigator Kareen 
PATTENDEN of PIRC, I attended at the Police Scotland Firearms Section, Scottish 
Crime Campus, Gartcosh where I lodged the following items for examination; 
 
Label No Pava Spray PC 040523 Craig Walker (Discharged) 
 
Label No AM033 CS Spray PC691 Ashley Tomlinson (Discharged) 
 
Label No AMO50 CS Spray PC724 Daniel Gibson 
 
Label No Pava Spray JM029 DS 918 Samantha Davidson 
 
Label No AM056 CS Spray TPS349 Scott Maxwell 
 
Label No CS Spray JM038 PC435 James McDonough 
 
Label No CS Spray JM017 PC1014 Nicole Short 
 
Label No CS Spray JM007 PC203 Kayleigh Good  
 
Label No AM074 Pava Spray DC405 Derek Connell 
 
Label No AM023 CS Spray PC1035 Alan Smith 
 
Label No AM019 CS Spray PC694 Alan Paton 
 
Prior to submitting these items for examination I completed an SPA - Forensic 
Services Examination Request form detailing the request and this was submitted 
with the items. I have signed the relevant production labels. 
 
About 1405 hours on 8 July 2015, accompanied by Investigator John McAULEY from 
PIRC, I attended at Kirkcaldy Police Office and met with the police witness Detective 
Sergeant Robert MORE. I took possession of from him, 
 
Label No Police Scotland Standard Issue Notebook 019166 to PC Craig Walker 
 
This item was subsequently lodged as a production at the PIRC offices. 
 
About 1155 hours on 22 July 2015, accompanied by the witness Investigator 
Alexander MCGUIRE, I attended at the home of the witness Martyn DICK at  

 and met with the witness Zahid SAEED. This was a pre-
arranged meeting to obtain an additional statement in relation to the investigation. 
The purpose of the statement was twofold, firstly to obtain additional background 
information on the deceased, and secondly, to interview Mr SAEED regarding 
intimation from the family solicitor, Mr ANWAR, that Mr SAEED wished to make a 
complaint regarding his treatment by Police Scotland officers on 3 May 2015. The 
witness SAEED claimed that he had little memory of the incident on this date and did 
not provide any additional background information of value. 
 

D ck/MacLeod home address.
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I thereafter took details of his complaint about two CID officers, which was outlined in 
his statement. His memory in this regard was significantly better. About 1700 hours 
that day the witness SAEED told me that he had another scheduled appointment and 
wanted to terminate our meeting and re-schedule completion of the statement to 
another time. I arranged to meet him at 1100 hours on 24 July 2015, however he did 
not subsequently attend this meeting. 
 
About 1310 hours on 29 July 2015, I finally met with the witness SAEED  at his 
parents’ home at . In the presence of Investigator 
Alexander MCGUIRE from PIRC I completed his statement. This was read over to 
him and some minor amendments and additions were made to the statement at his 
request. 
 
This statement is a true and accurate record. 
 
 
  
 
Signed :    (Witness) 
 
 ........................................  
 

Saeed home address
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CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL - NOT TO BE DISCLOSED 
 
Surname :  HARROWER   Forenames:  Keith  
Alias/known as :   
 
Place of birth :   Age :  over 18  
 
    Telephone :    
Home address : Not Applicable   
 
Post code :    
  
    Telephone :    
Business address : Police Investigations And Review Commissioner 
Hamilton House, Hamilton Business Park, Caird Park, Hamilton.  
 
Post Code :   ML30QA  
 
Mobile :     
Email :      
Fax/Pager :   
Other :   
 
Dates when unavailable in next 12 months : 
    
 
 
Other Confidential Material : 
 
   
 




